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Illinois (p44)
Start your nostalgic, kitschy adventure in downtown Chicago, before making your way to historic Springfield, once home to ‘Honest Abe’ Lincoln.

Missouri to Oklahoma (p62)
On your way along the Mother Road, take in some quintessential American cities: St Louis, the ‘gateway to the West’; oil capital Tulsa; and cowboy hotspot Oklahoma City.

Texas to Arizona (p72)
From the Grand Canyon to Wheeler Peak, awe-inspiring natural sites abound in the Southwest, but its cities offer surprising delights: from steak-lovin’ Amarillo to creative Santa Fe to hiking haven Flagstaff, there’s much to experience.

California (p96)
After zooming past ghost towns in the Mojave Desert, fulfill your Hollywood dreams and take in the City of Angels, before ending your journey on the sunny beaches of Santa Monica.
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ANDREW BENDER
Award-winning travel and food writer Andrew Bender has written three dozen Lonely Planet guidebooks (from Amsterdam to Los Angeles, Germany to Taiwan and over a dozen titles about Japan), plus numerous articles for lonelyplanet.com. A native New Englander, he now lives in the Los Angeles area.
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Cristian has contributed to over 30 Lonely Planet guides to date, including New York City, Italy, Venice & the Veneto, Naples & the Amalfi Coast, Denmark, Copenhagen, Sweden and Singapore. When not on the road, you’ll find him slurping espresso in his beloved hometown, Melbourne. Instagram: rexcat75.
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Mark Johanson’s travel-writing career began as something of a quarter-life crisis, and he’s happily spent the past eight years circling the globe reporting for Australian travel magazines, British newspapers, American lifestyles and global media outlets. When not on the road, you’ll find him gazing at the Andes from his home in Santiago, Chile. Follow the adventure at www.markjohanson.com
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A former English lecturer, Hugh swapped grant applications for visa applications, and turned his love of travel into a full-time thing. He’s never happier than when on the road with his two daughters. Except perhaps on the cricket field...
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Infinitely curious about the other side of the world, Chris left the US to study Chinese in university, living for several years in Kunming, Taiwan and Shanghai. A chance encounter in an elevator led to a Paris relocation, where he lived with his wife and two children for over a decade before the lure of Colorado’s sunny skies and outdoor adventure proved too great to resist.
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